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October Program 

“How to Start a Religion” by Carter Wilson 
 

ur October speaker is Carter Wilson, noted thriller author and two-time 

winner of the Colorado Humanities Colorado Book Award in the 

thriller category.  He will speak about his latest book, Revelation, a 

dark thriller about a sociopath, Coyote, who creates a religion for his own 

amusement.  The book opens with his roommate, Harden Campbell awakening 

to find himself in prison, with a guard, a stack of paper, and typewriter, and told 

to “tell me a story.”   Harden knows to win his freedom, he has to write 

Coyote’s story carefully.    In his presentation to JH, Wilson will describe his 

decision to focus on religion in his novel and the research he did in writing the 

novel. 

When: Sunday October 22, 5:00pm 

Where: Jefferson Unitarian Church 

14350 West 32nd Ave., Golden, CO 
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ilson’s novels have received critical acclaim, including multiple starred reviews from Publishers 

Weekly and Library Journal, and In addition to the Colorado Book Award, he's the winner of the 

International Book Award, and the National Indie Excellence Award. His highly anticipated fifth 

novel, Mister Tender’s Girl, will be released in February 2018 by Sourcebooks Landmark.  His other novels 

include:  Conflict of Black, Boy in the Woods, and Final Crossing. 

 

Born in New Mexico in 1970, Carter grew up primarily in Los Angeles before attending Cornell University in 

New York. He lived in Pittsburgh, San Francisco, and Miami before moving to Boulder, Colorado in 1996. 

Throughout his life, Carter has journeyed the globe for both work and pleasure, and his travels have been a 

constant source of inspiration in his fiction. 

 

Carter’s writing career began on a spring day in 2003, when an exercise to ward off boredom during a 

continuing-education class evolved into a 400-page manuscript. Since that day, Carter has been constantly 

writing. Carter currently lives outside Boulder with his two children in a spooky Victorian house. 

 

NOVEMBER 26 JEFFERSON HUMANIST PROGRAM 

Jefferson County Landmarks 

 
rofessor Tom “Dr. Colorado” Noel, noted Colorado historian, will discuss Jefferson County Landmarks 

from Golden’s  Welcome Arch to  the Sculptured House, from Red Rocks to Conifer, from JCRS to 

Mount Olivet.  Prof. Noel will argue that amid rapid growth it is vital that JeffCo preserve its historical 

treasures. 

 

 

UPCOMING JEFFERSON HUMANIST EVENTS 

 

 
SOCIAL RESPONIBILITY WITH JEFFERSON HUMANISTS 

                                                           by Carole Hughes 

 
 devotion to social responsibility is part of our mission. Join with other Jefferson Humanists to organize 

regular community service activities for our chapter.  Contact Carole Hughes at cathug51@yahoo.com 

or 303 234-1304.  

 

Donate Toiletry Items at Monthly JH Chapter Meetings 

At our August Chapter Meeting, Jefferson Humanists donated 72 hygiene items for the Action Center, and at 

the September Meeting members generously contributed more than 128 items, including several multi-item kits.  

Thank you! We’ll continue collecting personal hygiene necessities (shampoo, conditioner, soap, toothpaste, 

floss, toothbrushes, lotion etc.) to donate to The Action Center, a local non-profit organization that provides 

basic human needs and pathways to self-sufficiency for residents of Jefferson County and the homeless.  
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Bri ng in those hygiene items you’ve picked up on your trips and deposit 

them in the box you’ll see at the Chapter Meeting. Any size toiletries 

will be useful. Bathroom tissue and disposable razors are also helpful. 

We’ll take the collected contributions to The Action Center, where such 

goods are regularly distributed to participants in need.  

 

Pack Boxes at 

The Jefferson Humanists will be helping our community on Saturday, 

October 7 from 9AM to Noon. We'll be gathering to support The 

Action Center’s self-select grocery program as we pack boxes of food at 

a warehouse. Kids or grandkids are welcome to join in and everyone will need to wear closed-toe shoes for 

safety reasons.  The Action Center is at 8755 W. 14th Avenue, Lakewood, CO. Contact Carol Hughes at 

cathug51@yahoo.com or  303 234-1304 to let her know if you are coming. 

 

Join Jefferson Humanists for a Service Project in January 2018 

Most charities report an overabundance of volunteer help during the holiday season, but the needs of the most 

vulnerable members of our community continue throughout the year, particularly during the harsh winter 

months.  How can Jefferson Humanists help our community? What sort of service project should we undertake 

during the first quarter of 2018 and beyond?  Consider joining the Social Responsibility Committee. See us at 

the Chapter Meeting or contact Carole Hughes at cathug51@yahoo.com or 303 234-1304. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ur next FROG meeting will be held on Sunday, October 15th, rather than Saturday the 14th from 3-

5pm at the Jefferson County Arvada Library. Afterwards, let’s gather for drinks and dinner at a 

restaurant in Olde Town Arvada. 

 

Date:  Sunday, October 15, 2017 (note Sunday rather than Saturday) 

Arvada Public Library, 7525 W. 57th Avenue, Arvada, CO 80002 

3-5 pm followed by drinks/dinner 
 

Our October book is Revelation by Carter Wilson.  It is a thrilling novel that tells the story of Coyote who starts 

his own religion with himself as the messiah.  His roommate, Harden, is forced by Coyote to write the story of 

his religion, his “gospel,” while kept imprisoned.   Booklist describes it as: "a sledgehammer of a novel, 

slamming away at the foundations of modern cult religions until nothing is left but rubble to be carted away... a 

powerful story... an intense experience for those who can take it."  There are 6 copies of this book in the Jeffco 

Library system.  You can also find several copies of this book from other libraries on Prospector.  If you want to 

buy a copy, you can get a used copy on Amazon for as little as $6.   

 

Carol Hughes suggests another source on this topic.  She writes:  “We enjoyed the documentary Kumare (2011)  

which explores questions of belief. The filmmaker originally embarked on the project intending to ridicule blind  

faith.  
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But when he, posing as a wise guru, gathers a following who listen raptly to his words and solicit his advice 

with deeply personal problems, he finds it difficult to decide how and when to reveal to his devotees that he is 

not the person he has led them to believe he is.”   

   

The Jefferson Humanists’ reading group (FROG) typically meets on the 2nd Saturday of the month.  We enjoy 

great discussions about thought provoking books on a wide variety of topics.  We currently have around 30 

FROG members with around 12-16 attending every meeting.  You can find details about our upcoming 

meetings at  www.meetup.com/JeffcoHumanists. If you’d like to join the group and be added to our email list, 

contact FROG leader Matthew Elisha (mrelisha@msn.com, 303.432.8694).  
 

All are invited to join the Jefferson Humanists reading group.  Watch for the Meet-up to RSVP or email 

Mathew Elisha at mrelisha@msn.com or call 303 432 8694 if you would like to be added to the email list for 

the group.  

Upcoming books: 

October 15th, 3- 5 pm, Arvada Library – Revelation by Carter Wilson,  

November 11th -  Debunk It! How to Stay Sane in a World of Misinformation by John Grant 

Dec 9th  – The Righteous Mind by Jonathan Haidt   

Jan 13th – TOPIC:  The Enlightenment 

 

 

MONTHLY HIKE 

Tom Kellogg 
 

n Sunday, October 8th, we are doing a walk along the Clear Creek open space corridor in Wheat Ridge 

with pizza afterwards.  This event was featured in last month’s newsletter.  For details, go to the Meetup 

link:   Walk Oct 8 

 

Make sure to bring a water bottle and wear comfortable clothes with good walking shoes. Bring sunscreen and a 

hat. For more information contact Tom Kellogg at kellogg52@gmail.com or cell phone at (720) 808-2825. 

 

HUMANIST HEATHEN HAPPY HOUR 

Tom Kellogg 
 

 am excited to announce that our next Humanist Heathen Happy Hour event on Wednesday, October 18th at 

6:00 pm is going to be a collaboration with the Denver Secular Hub.  Watch our Meetup page for the 

location.  This will be more fun than heathens should be allowed to have.  For more information contact 

Tom Kellogg at kellogg52@gmail.com or cell phone at (720) 808-2825. 

 

HUMANIST PERSPECTIVES: AMAZING SHORT VIDEOS AND JOURNEY TO 

HUMANISM 

By Tom Kellogg 
 

ur Monthly 3rd Saturday Morning Series, “Humanist Perspectives” is offered with Refreshments. 

This month's event will include several segments. More humanist video shorts featuring top names in 

the secular world will be shown with discussions. The late Christopher Hitchens, one of the great 

pioneers of the secular movement will be featured.            

We'll also do one of our semi-regular segments called Journey to Humanism where one or two people can tell 

their story of how they discovered Humanism, also known as a de-conversion story. Did the journey start with a 

religious background? This always provokes a conversation.  At our September meeting, JH member Shanna  
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told a captivating story of her de-conversion as a Jehovah’s Witness, feeling alone and rejected until she  

discovered Humanism.  For more details, see the Meetup announcement at Humanist Perspectives Oct 21.  

 

Saturday, October 21, 2017, 10:00 AM 

Jefferson Unitarian Church 

14350 W 32nd Ave, Golden, CO, in the Mills Building behind the church 

 

  NEWS FROM JEFFCO POLIICAL ACTION TASKFORCE    
by Ralph Hughes 

 
PAT is changing directions a bit: leaving the tabloid business and now focusing upon promoting the 

American Anti-Corruption Act. 

 

The August 28th meeting was slated for laying out the September issue of the Rational Inquirer. Unfortunately, 

only three people attended, and they had only two articles to contribute between them. With that, the JPAT 

members decided to rethink our group’s activities. 

 

First, we’re going to put the tabloid on hold until more people want to contribute material for it. Evidently, it 

wasn’t the right idea for the Jefferson Humanists or the other people who have attended JPAT over the past few 

months. 

 

Second, we decided to focus on something that only a few people working together could accomplish well. 

The tabloid would require a team of 8 or so who want to invest 3-4 hours per issue each.  The American Anti-

Corruption Act (AACA) on the other hand requires only a core group to plan activities. The greatest labor need 

will be for petitioning, but at least that work requires only a bunch of one-time volunteers rather than the steady 

contributions of several people.  

 

Moreover, the AACA an active Denver and national organization behind it.  They have video and printed 

materials plus volunteer guidance kits. They also have some successes in other states and need volunteers here 

in Colorado. Interestingly, JPAT has a lawyer on our team that has reviewed the proposed language for 

constitutionality and feels it’s a well-crafted bill. 

 

The issue is also non-partisan: tamping down the influence of highly funded, special interests in our political 

system is something disaffected voters on both the right and the left can support. Further information can be 

found at represent.us or anticurruptionact.org. 

 

Given our new focus, we’re putting on an informational and recruiting event this November 4th at 1pm at the 

Lakewood Library. The flyer for this event is included below. 

 

Third, this new direction will greatly reduce the expenses we’ll be submitting to the JH board.  Now we’ll need 

to pay for just a web site, a social medial platform, and printing a couple hundred flyers at a time.  I’ll submit a 

budget proposal to the board by next month. 

 

We still need volunteers, so contact me or send inquiries to info@actiontaskforce.org. 

 

Ralph Hughes 720.951.2100 

ralph.hughes@yahoo.com 
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REPORT ON JH ACTIVITIES 

 

 

JH BOARD UPDATE 
Edna Miller, Secretary 

 Matthew Elisha reported that the IT committee is looking at developing an advertising policy. Please 

share your ideas with Matthew. A draft policy will be developed and presented to the Board.   

 The Executive Director Search Committee presented a report.  They still hope to hire an Executive 

Director by the end of the year. 

 Ralph Hughes submitted a report on the direction of JPAT. The focus will now be on promoting the 

American Anti-Corruption Act. There will be an informational and recruiting event 11/4/17 at 1:00 pm 

at the Lakewood Library. (See report) 

 It was suggested we support the development of our Humanist Community and use our monthly 

meetings to briefly explain about Humanism at the start of each gathering.  This was referred to the 

Program Committee 

 Approved a “thank you” letter to JUC for its ongoing support of Jefferson Humanists 

 Approved a charge for the Social Responsibility Committee 

 

FROG REPORT:  The Plot Against America:  FICTION OR FOREBODING? 

by Matthew Elisha 

 

“When fascism comes to America, it will be wrapped in the flag and carrying a cross.” ~ Sinclair Lewis 

 

embers Marc Levy and Arlene Mantin generously opened their home in Evergreen to eight of their 

fellow Freethinkers Reading Opportunity Group (FROG) members Saturday, October 9th for our 

monthly book discussion.  After an excellent lasagna and salad dinner and a few libations, we 

enjoyed a discussion of The Plot against America by Philip Roth.  Author Roth envisions an alternative world 

in which Roosevelt loses his bid for a third term as President to famous aviator Charles Lindbergh.  Upon 

election, President Lindbergh, an extreme isolationist, supporter of the Third Reich and advocate for policies 

against America’s Jewish citizens, immediately signs non-aggression pacts with Nazi Germany and Imperial 

Japan, effectively keeping the U.S. from supporting Britain and the few other remaining allied countries 

resisting fascist expansion throughout the world.   

 

Roth tells the story from the viewpoint of his Jewish family in this speculative scenario, imagining how his 

parents, his brother, his cousin, his friends and neighbors and how he himself, as a boy of seven might have 

experienced such an historical change.  Philip sees the conflicts his family and Jewish community faces as 

President Lindbergh and his regime institute restrictions on the Jews. 

   

When popular journalist and provocateur, Walter Winchell, is fired from both his radio and newspaper jobs for 

speaking out against the new administration, he decides to run for President against Lindbergh.  Fascist 

propaganda and anger at Winchell’s fiery anti-administration speeches stirs up rioting in the south and Midwest 
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by anti-Semitic supporters of Lindbergh, eventually leading to the death of Winchell and a number of Jews, 

including the mother of Philip’s school friend Seldon.  The freedom that Philip’s parents and ancestors sought 

in America seems in grave jeopardy.   

 

As you can imagine, Roth’s story raised a lot of discussion in our group of the parallels between the current 

state of American politics and the book’s imagined history.  Our current President’s policies similarly create an 

atmosphere of xenophobia that encourages fringe elements to express their fears through violent means.  Similar 

to the renewed interest in Sinclair Lewis’s book, It Can’t Happen Here, these fictional parallels have created a 

bump in interest in Roth’s book lately.  We can only hope that, much like Lindbergh in the book, Trump 

disappears from the political arena, so that more level heads can bring sanity back to our country. 

                    

MARS EXPLORATION UPDATE: WHAT’S NEW ON THE RED PLANET? 

by Lindy Baer 

 

or our September program, Dr. Steve Lee, a Space Science Content Specialist at the Denver Museum of 

Nature and Science, presented an engaging and sometime humorous look at the history and current state 

of knowledge of the planet Mars. Dr. Lee explained how, in the mid-1600s, Christiaan Huygens, a Dutch 

scientist, described the “Hour Glass Sea” on Mars. Then he presented the concepts developed (1917 into the 

40s) by Percival Lowell where Lowell believed that there were canals on Mars.  

 

Dr. Lee pointed out the following characteristics of Mars: 

 -  1/2 the diameter of Earth 

 -  The Martian day is 24 hours and 37 minutes 

 -  A Martian year is 687 Earth days 

 -  The Martian gravity is only about 38% of that of the Earth 

 -  Temperatures on Mars range from 20F to -200F (average of -81F) 

 -  The Martian atmosphere is largely gone because of the loss of its magnetic field 

     (what little atmosphere there is consists of carbon dioxide and water vapor) 

 -  Mars does have small polar icecaps at certain times of the year, but 

     the atmosphere is essentially dry (icecaps may be mostly frozen 

     carbon dioxide) 

 

In bringing us an update of our knowledge of Mars, he told us that the first space craft to investigate Mars was 

Mariner IV in 1965. All together there have been 51 craft with 23 being successful. These craft have greatly 

increased our understanding of the red planet. Dr. Lee told us about the Martian Mt. Olympus having an altitude 

of 80,000 feet, approximately 2 1/2 times our tallest mountains. He also discussed the Valles Marineris, the 

“Grand Canyon of Mars”, which is five times longer than our Grand Canyon and considerably deeper. 

 

The update was completed with his discussions of local, regional, and global dust storms and fierce winds on 

Mars and then, a discussion of the very successful Curiosity space craft. He described the craft (a surface rover) 

as a robotic geochemist with its complex instrument head. The rover has helped us to better understand the 

Martian geology and makeup. In order to do its work, the rover has traveled over 17 kilometers and provided 

over 438,000 images, all inside Gale Crater. Finally, Dr. Lee mentioned some of the coming, new missions to 

Mars, including one that will explore the seismic characteristics.             
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The program concluded with a lively question and answer session with questions about direction of rotation, 

when did Mars lose its atmosphere, its moons (two; Phobos and Deimos), habitability, and when was there 

significant water. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
            

Fascinated Mars Program Attendees                                 Dr. Steve Lee, Mars Expert     

 
JEFFERSON HUMANIST ANNUAL RETREAT 

Debbi MacLeod and Nancy Bolt 

 

Almost 40 people attended the 2017 JH annual retreat on Saturday, September 23 in Olde Town Arvada.  The 

group was led by facilitated by Debbi MacLeod of the Colorado State Library. 

 

The day began with a welcome from First Vice President Jim Bole and a presentation on the state of Jefferson 

Humanists by Second Vice President Matthew Elisha.  Mathew began with a definition of humanism, 

describing the “pillars of Humanism” as scientific method, empathy and compassion, and egalitarian fairness.  

He went on to show the main tenants of humanism as: 

 Determines for themselves what is right and wrong, based on reason and respect for others 

 Finds meaning, beauty and joy in the one life we have, without the need for an afterlife 

 Looks to science, not religion, as the best way to discover and understand the world 
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 Believes through empathy and compassion, we can make the world a better place for everyone 

 Trusts the scientific method to understand how the universe works and rejects the supernatural 

 Makes ethical decisions based on reason, empathy, and a concern for all human beings, our planet and 

our universe 

 Believes that, in the absence of an afterlife and any discernible purpose to the universe, human beings 

have the right and responsibility to give meaning and shape to their own lives and help others to achieve 

the same 

 

He then discussed the three Humanist Manifestos and the significant work of AHA in defending separation of 

church and state.  AHA current has 229 chapters around the US including five in Colorado, one of which is 

Jefferson Humanists.   

 

Turning to JH, Matthew displayed the mission of JH as:  To expand an ethical and life-affirming Humanist 

community devoted to science, reason, inclusion, and social responsibility.  Our activities this year included: 

 Growth 

 Financially stable 

 Activism & promotion 

o Participated in March for Science and Pridefest 

o Coat drive for Pine Ridge Reservation and toiletry drive for Jeffco Action Center 

o Created new Political Action group 

o Transitioned from a steering committee to a board 

o Created a new website and expanded the Meet-up site 

 

Mathew listed our needs for the future as: 

 Additional & expanded programs 

 More volunteers to help expand those programs 

 Our own place? 

 Paid Executive Director to continue growth and assist in leadership transitions 

 Help others start chapters in Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region 

Mathew’s presentation led into a discussion by participants on what we liked most about Jefferson Humanist 

now and our aspirations for the future in one word.  The most common words centered around being welcoming 

and enlightening/reason.  The most common aspirational words dealt with becoming independent financially 

and physically. 

 

The group then turned their attention to goals for the next two years.  They proposed possible goals to 

recommend to the JH Board for a final decision.  The group came to consensus on eight broad goal areas and 

using a “red dot” method, chose the first five listed below to discuss and brainstorm possible activities to 

implement them. 

 

The eight broad goal areas are: 

 Leadership and organizational effectiveness 

 Membership growth 

 Outreach to the broader community and social action/responsibility 

 Community building within JH 

 Physical independence and flexibility through acquiring our own space 

 Financially stable and growing 
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 Increased cooperation with national and international organizations 

 

 

 
Facilitator Debbi MacLeod   Participants at the Retreat 

 

 
                     Reaching Consensus    Relaxing after the Retreat 

 
 

Editorials 

 

 
NOT IF.... BUT WHEN.... 

by Mari Cowley 
 

 don’t know about you, but September was a stressful and heartbreaking month for millions.  I keep 

thinking about the devastation in Texas, Florida, Puerto Rico and other islands impacted by hurricanes, 

Harvey and Irma.  As I sit down to write this article we are told there are three (3) other hurricanes churning 

in the Atlantic and AGAIN the people of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are in the target zone. 

 

While we don’t have to worry about hurricanes in Colorado, we do have thunderstorms, hail, blizzards, ice 

storms and heavy rains that can develop very quickly threatening lives and property.  Severe storms occur in all 

parts of Colorado and in nearly every season.  Add to the list the possibility of wildfires and we can have a 

pretty full plate of disasters! 

 

So I’ve decided to remind everyone that while we can’t predict or prepare for every possibility, we do have the  
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responsibility to prepare and provide for ourselves and our families.  Even living in the city, we can be faced 

with the unexpected and devastating. 

 

So what can we do?  Some of the simplest preparations we can make are as follows: 

 Pay attention and listen to local media for severe storm warnings and advice. 

 Keep a battery-powered or crank radio on hand as power outages can be frequent during severe storms.  If 

you’re using a battery operated device, REMEMBER to have extra batteries on hand. 

 

Everyone has a responsibility to protect their homes and their families.  Just  because you live in the city doesn’t 

mean there aren’t any risks.  You can greatly lessen the impact of a severe storm by taking the time to prepare. 

An easy way to prepare is to: 

 

1.  Find out about the risks and the type of storm coming your way. 

2.  Make a family emergency plan so everyone knows what to do and where to go in case of an emergency.  As 

grandparents, this is even more important because you’ll need to share your plan with your adult children. 

3.  Get an emergency kit so that you and your family can be self-sufficient for at least seventy-two (72) hours 

during a severe storm. 

  

Planning for a storm will also help you prepare for many other types of emergencies.  Knowing what to do in 

any situation gives some peace of mind. 

 

To get prepared for a storm, you should know the risks specific to your community and your region to 

help you be better prepared.  

 

Thunderstorms, lightening and hail.  Thunderstorms are often accompanied by high winds, hail, lightning, 

heavy rain and in rare cases can produce tornadoes.  Did you know Colorado is #3 in the nation for deaths from 

lightening?  Even though thunderstorms can be over quickly, they can produce hail the size of small peas or as 

large as a grapefruit.  Hail comes down at great speed, especially when accompanied by high winds and can 

cause serious injuries and damage.  If you hear thunder, get indoors!  Once you hear thunder, it’s too late to 

worry about covering your plants, patio furniture, or putting your car in the garage! 

 

When a hailstorm hits, stay indoors and keep yourself and your pets away from widows, glass doors, and 

skylights which can shatter if hit by hailstones. 

 

Blizzards come in on a wave of cold Arctic air, bringing snow, bitter cold, high winds, and poor visibility due 

to blowing snow.  These storms can last anywhere from a few hours to several days and are accompanied by 

high winds.  Typically, these storms can bring heavy snowfall in nearly all areas of Colorado.  These storms 

may include a wind-chill “warning” issued when very cold temperatures combined with winds create outside 

conditions hazardous to human activity.  These storms can give rise to winds that can reach a steady speed 

between 65-75 mph and even 90-100 mph in gusts.  Heavy snows can cause build up on your roof causing 

failure or collapse. 

 

If snow is excessive or your roof shows signs of distress, contact a professional who is experienced in safe snow  

removal.  Unsafe methods of removal may cause personal injury and structural damage.  You should also 

prevent access to areas under the roof where snow could fall.    Jefferson Humanist Page| 12  



 

It goes without saying that you should stay indoors if at all possible.  If you have to go out, dress appropriately 

including mittens instead of gloves and a hat to prevent significant heat loss through the head.  If you do have to 

travel, travel only during daylight hours and let somebody know the route you are taking and what time you are 

expected to arrive at your destination. 

 

Ice Storms happen when freezing rain occurs.  Raindrops fall from a warm layer of air into air that is below 

freezing and become super-cooled. When super-cooled droplets strike a surface below 32 degrees, they instantly 

freeze, forming a layer of ice. 

 

Ice from freezing rain accumulates on branches, power lines and buildings.  If you must go outside when a 

significant amount of ice has accumulated, pay attention to branches or wires that could break due to the weight 

of the ice and fall on you. 

 

Never approach power lines.  A hanging power line could be “live” and you could be electrocuted.  Stay back at 

least thirty (30) feet from wires or anything in contact with them. 

 

When freezing rain is forecasted, avoid driving if possible.  Even a small amount of freezing rain can make 

roads extremely slippery.  Wait several hours after the freezing rain ends so that road maintenance crews have 

enough time to spread sand or salt on icy roads.  Four-wheel drive vehicles may have better traction to get 

going, but they can’t stop on the proverbial dime.  If you have to go out, remember rapid onset of freezing rain 

combined with strong winds increase the chances of hypothermia.  

 

All these practices are really based on common sense, but sometimes we get so caught up in what we’re doing 

we’re not paying attention to what is going on around us and that makes us vulnerable.   Winter is just around 

the corner so be careful out there!  Next month we’ll talk a little more about being prepare for the unexpected.  

 

A SOLAR STORY 
by Mark Levy 

 

ast month, Matthew Elisha put out the call to Members of the Chapter to share their stories about seeing 

the Great American Eclipse in August.  Below is Member Mark Levy’s story.  

 

I traveled to Madras, Oregon to see the eclipse with a friend who lives in Bend, OR. We were expecting a crowd 

of people on the road the morning of the event, but were surprised to find traffic was, if anything, less dense 

than normal. The trip to Madras was less than 1 hour. 

 

As the moon moved from its total eclipse position – within 10 seconds of the end of totality – we heard car 

engines start up. No one stuck around for the anti-climax. Our trip home to Bend took 5 hours in bumper-to-

bumper traffic. 

 

I am still astounded at the accuracy of the eclipse prediction.  Astronomers could predict exactly when and 

where totality would occur so many years in advance. An amazing feat, as far as I’m concerned. Compare that 

with our inability to predict the weather accurately a week in advance. I’m looking forward to traveling to 
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Austin, Texas in 2024 for the next opportunity to see a total eclipse. That will be my hat trick, because I also 

viewed one in 1970 in Virginia Beach. 

 

WHAT IS OUR GROUP’S PURPOSE? 

by Darlene 

 

iscussion has come up around this subject, and I just want to express my opinions and thoughts on the 

matter. I feel that the first and foremost purpose of our group must be to create a secular community. 

The humans need community. We know that there are many people who attend church and belong to a 

church that don't really care one way or the other about church. They go there because they've always gone 

there and because their friends and family are there. They don't need the religion, but they need the community. 

People get support through community. Things happen through community.  

 

I remember seeing a movie that took place in the early 20th century where this young single woman came over 

to the US from Ireland, all alone. The priest in Ireland contacted a priest in the US, and he arranged for her to 

stay at a boardinghouse for young girls with a housemother. He also arranged a job for her. He kept an eye on 

her, and she could go see him with any questions or concerns. He kept her in touch with her family back home 

in Ireland. What a difference there was between this and just landing in a strange land all alone. This is 

community. 

 

I believe that the religions have co-opted both community and morality. And I think we have to take these 

things back from them in the minds of the general population. I mean, the religions don't own these things, but 

people think they do. 

 

When people want to leave their religion, they have to leave their community also. Many stay because they 

don't want to lose community. Therefore, there should be another community or other communities out there 

where they can go. The greater the number of secular communities there are out there, the greater the number of 

people there will be that will leave their religion. 

Nancy wrote down something at our meeting recently which represented to her the basic essence of what we're 

about or what we should be about, and that is: 

Find a friend. 

Do good. 

Share ideas. 

 

I think this is great. There was a lot of support for building the membership over the next year, but before we 

can attract members, we have to know what we're about. I think that what we're about should be: 

Community (find a friend) 

Social action (do good) 

Thinking (share ideas) 

 

I think that insufficient attention has been given to what Anthony Magnabosco presented recently to our group, 

which was Street Epistemology. I think this should become a very important part of what we do. Some people  

object to the term because they don't know what it means or it sounds too esoteric or something. Here's the  
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definition I found: Epistemology is the investigation of what distinguishes justified belief from opinion. 

 

Street epistemology is talking to someone on the street about how that person came to believe in whatever it is 

that they believe in and why they believe it. Isn't it easy to see how this totally fits with what we're about? To 

learn more about it, Anthony recommends A Manual for Creating Atheists by Peter Boghossian. You can also 

search YouTube for videos demonstrating street epistemology in action. Anthony's videos are 

at https://www.youtube.com/user/magnabosco210. 

 

There are many activities that we can engage in to promote the above three reasons for our group's existence, 

and I think these activities can be generated by committees dedicated to specific things. People can join 

whatever committees they wish so that they are actively engaged in what is most meaningful to them. 

So that's my two cents. I hope other people will think about what I've said here. 

               

  

Tom Kellogg and Evolve Fish Offer 

Pins and Hats 
 

     

Humanist Lapel Pin         Jefferson Humanist  

                                          Hat 

$9                                       $18 

 

 

 

These High quality items are 

Available for purchase at monthly meetings 

and special JH events.   

Proceeds go to  membership building 

 

 

IMPORTANT: If you have a change of contact information or would like to be removed from this email list, please 

reply via the form in the body of the email to which this newsletter was attached.     

 

Coeditors: Nancy Bolt and Bob Hofmann 
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Need a Celebrant? 

 

Tim and Jennifer are a husband and 

wife team, creating ceremonies to 

match your lifestyles, philosophies and 

values.  www.celebratingtimes.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/magnabosco210
http://www.celebratingtimes.com/


 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Loving Humanity 

P.O. Box 1622, Arvada, CO 80001 

303-968-9198 
info@jeffersonhumanists.org 
www.jeffersonhumanists.org 

meetup.com/jeffcohumanists 
 facebook.com/jeffersonhumanists 
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